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ABSTRACT: Virus and virus-like particles (VLPs) are very attractive biological subjects for 

self-assembly manipulation and templated synthesis of nanomaterials. However, the fundamental 

studies and applications are often constrained by problems associated with their structural 

weakness. Here we present a strategy of interfacially bridging covalent network within tobacco 

mosaic virus (TMV) VLPs to bring outstanding structural properties and functionalities. We 

arranged T103C cysteine to laterally conjugate adjacent subunits. In the axis direction, we set 

A74C mutation and systematically investigated candidate from E50C to P54C as the other thiol 

function site, for forming longitudinal disulfide bond chains. Significantly, the 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C shows the highest robustness in assembly capability and structural 

stability with the largest length, for TMV VLP to date. The fibers with lengths from several to a 

dozen of micrometers even survive under pH 13. The robust nature of this TMV VLP allows for 

reducer-free synthesis of excellent electrocatalysts for application in harshly alkaline hydrogen 

evolution. This study, therefore, presents significant progress to develop existing VLP with 
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unprecedented structural properties and the applications thereof. 

 

KEYWORDS: tobacco mosaic virus; virus-like particle; covalent network; disulfide bond; 

structural stability 

 

  Virus and virus-like particle (VLP) have played prominent roles in nanotechnology research, 

particularly in the hierarchical assembly of highly organized scaffolds and template-directed 

synthesis.1-8 Despite much progress on these studies, a fundamentally important limitation in the 

development of virus-based nanomaterials is their physical metastability. Virus has naturally 

evolved an optimum compromise between stability and instability, which enables genome/capsid 

association and dissociation responsive to dynamic circumstances during its life cycles.9 While 

this trait hinders the application of VLPs when encountering relatively harsh conditions during 

production, storage or use.  

  Taking tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) – one of the most widely studied viral templates as an 

example, it has a 300 nm long tube structure with 18 nm outer and 4 nm inner diameters, capable 

of being a universal one-dimensional (1D) platform for synthesis and decoration of functional 

elements.10-16 TMV has an uncoating mechanism: the electrostatic repulsion between the so-called 

“Caspar” carboxylate pairs act as a metastable switch for the stripping of TMV capsid upon entry 

into the cytosol.17,18 Thus it is inherently sensitive toward alkali.19,20 Strategies to reduce repulsive 

carboxyl-carboxylate inter-subunit interactions, e.g. E50Q/D77N mutations, have proven to 

mitigate the structural weakness, resulting in TMV VLP rods with lengths of several hundred 

nanometers stable at around pH 10.18,21 Even though TMV VLP has shown potential for wide 

applications in biomedicine,22-26 energy,27-32 and materials science,33-42 etc, it is apparently 

imperative to develop strategies for engineering hyperstable and ultralong TMV VLPs to extend 

their functionalities. 

  Here, we aim to precisely engineer covalent conjugation of TMV inter-subunit surfaces in 

both lateral and axial directions, in pursuit of covalent network for chaining all subunits into 

ultralong TMV rods, i.e. hyperstable TMV fibers (Figure 1). We laterally formed covalent 
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crosslinking between every two adjacent subunits by merely introducing a cysteine at the 103rd 

site (T103C) (Figure 1A).43 In the axial direction, we chose the A74 position as a cysteine 

mutation site for introducing the thiol functionality (A74C), and then screened out the second 

candidate for cysteine mutation on the opposite surface ranging from E50 to P54 for longitudinal 

disulfide bond formation (Figure 1B, C). The obtained recombinant TMV proteins all form 

micrometer-sized fiber structures. The structures were systematically investigated by transmission 

electron microscope (TEM), non-reducing SDS-PAGE, circular dichroism, and alkaline treatment. 

Significantly, the T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C showed dramatically enhanced assembly capability 

and structure stability with above 12-μm fibers survived in pH 13 buffer. We further applied 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers as templates for the reducing agent-free synthesis of Pd, Pt, and 

Pd-Pt electrocatalysts with tailorable ratios. The as-prepared Pd-Pt/TMV presented excellent 

electrochemical catalytic performance in alkaline hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) – an 

important half-cell reaction of electrochemical water splitting for hydrogen generation. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the most robust TMV VLP structure, suggesting the success of our 

strategy of interfacially bridging the neighboring TMV subunits into the covalent network. 

Looking forward, we expect more applications of functional nanomaterials derived from this 

advanced TMV VLP. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
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Figure 1. Design of interfacially bridging covalent network within TMV structure. (A) Top view 

of partial TMV protein assemblies and the molecular model of two neighboring T103C subunits 

that can covalently form a dimer by a disulfide bond (red) in the lateral direction. (B) Side view of 

partial TMV protein assemblies and the molecular model of two neighboring native TMV subunits, 

displaying the close proximity between target residues within 50~54 (orange) and A74 (red) for 

engineering disulfide bonds along the axis direction. (C) Comparison of the interfacial interaction 

between the residues 50-54 (orange) and 74 (red), presenting the Cα – Cα distances between 

residue pairs of E50-A74, V51-A74, W52-A74, K53-A74, and P54-A74. PDB code: 2OM3. (D) 

Simplified schematic diagram of partial covalent network crosslinking TMV subunits. The right 

figure indicates the plane surface. The TMV subunits are represented by cyan ellipsoids (left) and 

dots (right). The disulfide bonds in lateral and longitudinal directions are denoted with orange and 

dark blue sticks, respectively. Note that every two adjacent T103C Cys laterally form disulfide 

bonds that should present random uniform distribution within the covalent network.  

 

  We started the design by the analysis of TMV atomic models (PDB codes: 2OM3, 3J06, 2TMV, 

1EI7). The main difference between these structures occurs in the loop region and RNA binding 

zone at the lower radius, while the residues in the median radius zone are highly coincident 

(Figure S1A). We examined the most compact region of the longitudinal interfaces at the median 
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radius, in the hope of engineering and making the interfaces covalently interlocked but 

non-overlapping. We chose A74 for cysteine (Cys) mutagenesis because of its most protruding 

location and correct orientation of the side chain out toward the subunit on the other side in the 

axis direction, which could provide minimal structural perturbation. In addition, the Ala is most 

analogous to Cys in the region from 72nd to 76th sites (residues: YNAVL), which means negligible 

impact on the alteration regarding hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. As for the 

longitudinally neighboring Cys candidate, we targeted the residue region from E50 to P54, in 

which the residue comes out from the end of an α -helix to a loop zone and has potential to 

overcome the distance and steric constraint. As shown in Figure 1C, this part is in close proximity 

to A74 and thus favorable for forming Cys − Cys disulfide bonds (Cα − Cα distances <11 Å). In 

combination with T103C Cys for the lateral disulfide bond design,43 we engineered five variants: 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C, T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C, T103C-TMV-W52C-A74C, 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C, and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C, in which T103C-TMV-W52C-A74C 

was expressed totally as inclusion body very likely due to the alteration of the buried hydrophobic 

residue cluster (Figure S2). 

  Self-assembly of T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C, T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C, 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C, and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C were conducted in 50 mM phosphate 

buffer (PB) with pH 5.5 known to produce short nanorods for WT-TMV. Divalent copper ion was 

used to promote the oxidation of sulfhydryl groups.44 All four mutants generated fibrous structures 

with length of several micrometers in one day while differing in assembly efficiency and quality 

(Figure 2 and Figure S3-S5). T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C all assembled into rigid defectless fibers. 

T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C presented rigid fibers, along with free disks and aggregates thereof. 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C all assembled into fibers but with a lot of nicks. 

T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C formed disk aggregates and cracked fibers. Without the use of the 

oxidation promoter (CuCl2), longer incubation time (e.g., three weeks) was required for the 

formation of fiber structures (Figure S6), except for T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C that formed fibers 

in one day even at pH 7 (Figure S7). Clearly, the T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C has exhibited 

remarkable assembly property. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of four variants of T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C (A), 

T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C (B), T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C (C), and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C (D). 

Upper panels: the close-up views of structure molecular models generated using PyMOL 

mutagenesis. The distances between the sulfur atoms of C50-C74, C51-C74, C53-C74, and 

C54-C74 pairs are labeled in the figures. Lower panels: the typical TEM images showing the 

assembly status of proteins in pH 5.5, 50 mM PB supplemented with 50 μM CuCl2. 

 

  Distance between the neighboring Cys sulfur atoms strongly predicts disulfide bond formation. 

When two thiols are ≤6.2 Å apart, there is a high probability that the Cys will become oxidized 
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into disulfide.45 We measured the distance between the thiol groups using PyMOL.46 The S – S 

distances of C50-C74 and C53-C74 are both less than 4 Å (Figure 2A and 2C, upper panels), 

which are short enough for disulfide bond formation, resulting in their high assembly efficiency of 

fiber conformation. The C50 and C74 stand closely side by side and face the same direction 

(Figure 2A), and therefore can overcome minimal structural constraint for forming a disulfide 

bond of 2.05 Å distance. However, the linkage of C53 to C74 should stretch multiple residues next 

to C53 (Figure 2C). In this case, it requires more interface coordination work between disks which 

presumably gave rise to the numerous nicks in T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C fiber structure. The S – 

S distances of C51-C74 and C54-C74 are 4.7 Å and 10.4 Å, respectively. The longer distance 

apparently makes them hardly form disulfide bond. Besides the distance, the degree of solvent 

exposure infers oxidation susceptibility of the thiols.45,47 We calculated the relative solvent 

accessibility (RSA) for all residues (Table S1). There is one native Cys at the 27th site (C27) in 

TMV structure which is highly buried and has only 2% RSA, consistent with its very poor 

reactivity in the previous study.48 The RSA values of C50, C51, C53, and C54 are 81%, 21%, 54%, 

and 31%, respectively, in association with 81% RSA for C74 and 67% RSA for C103 in the 

designed structures (Table S1). Larger accessible surface areas of C50, C53, and C74 make them 

sensitive to further oxidation. It stands to the results that T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C and 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C have better assembly ability.  

  We further examined these disulfide bonds formed at neighboring interfaces of TMV subunits 

using non-reducing SDS-PAGE. As shown in Figure 3A, samples dealt with DTT in the loading 

buffer led to one band referring to the monomer state. Whereas under non-reducing conditions, the 

bands with slower mobility shifts indicate the covalent polymerization of subunits via disulfide 

bonds. As expected, T103C-TMV gave a main dimer band which proved the formation of 

C103-C103 disulfide bond in the lateral direction.43 The T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C caused large 

aggregates almost completely stuck even in the stacking gel well, confirming severe 

polymerization of subunits by numerous disulfide bonds. For T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C, 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C, and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C, they showed multiple bands as well as 

the bands stuck in the gel wells in contrast to the T103C-TMV, indicating the disulfide 

bond-induced protein oligopolymers. Nevertheless, some protein oligopolymers in 

T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C may originate from their incorrect disk 
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aggregates by copper ion-inducted fast oxidation as shown in Figure 2B and 2D. We thus 

performed non-reducing SDS-PAGE for the samples assembled in the absence of copper ion but 

with a longer incubation period of three weeks (Figure 3A, rightmost four lanes). 

T103C-TMV-V50C-A74C and T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C have gel results very similar to the 

previous Cu2+-catalyzed ones. While, for T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C and 

T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C, there was barely any band stuck in the gel wells and the decrease in 

band intensities of polymerized proteins was observed, especially for T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C. 

This agrees with their lower efficiency for disulfide bond formation and fiber assembly, compared 

with T103C-TMV-V50C-A74C and T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C. 

 

Figure 3. (A) Non-reducing SDS-PAGE analysis for the assessment of disulfide bond network. 

Cu2+-catalyzed assembly samples are assembled in pH 5.5, 50 mM PB with 50 μM CuCl2 for one 

day. The rightmost four samples are assembled in pH 5.5, 50 mM PB for three weeks. For 

reducing SDS-PAGE, the loading buffer with DTT was used while no DTT was used in the 

loading buffer for non-reducing SDS-PAGE. (B) Far UV CD spectra of TMV variants, assembled 

in pH 5.5, 50 mM PB for three weeks. 

 

  Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was used to examine the structures. As shown in Figure 

3B, the T103C-TMV has a result similar to typical TMV protein rod or disk which have been 

reported in the previous works.49-51 The CD spectrum shows a negative band at 208 nm and a 

shoulder near 222 nm, which are typical for protein with a high content of α-helices. The CD 

spectra of T103C-TMV and T103C-TMV-P54C-A74C overlay identically, suggesting in general 

there is no secondary structure deviation between them. The CD spectra show slight differences 
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for T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C, T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C, and T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C, in 

comparison with T103C-TMV. The shift of the negative maximum from 208 to about 218 and 214 

nm are observed for T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C and T103C-TMV-V51C-A74C, respectively. Such 

changes are usually found in proteins with the conversion of increase in β-structure content. For 

TMV structure, it may arise from more tight stacking of subunits.52 The negative maximum of 

T103C-TMV-K53C-A74C CD data is still at 208 nm but decreases slightly about 18000 

deg·cm2·dmol–1 and the signal at 222 nm drops about 31000 deg·cm2·dmol–1. We speculate that 

the formation of C53-C74 disulfide bond could make the local residue region more stable and 

somewhat affects the α-helix zone originally ending at the 50th site. 

  T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C has shown the best assembly potential in these four designed variants. 

This greatly encourages us to test its self-assembly behavior at higher pH values. As shown in 

Figure 4A and Figure S8, T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C did assemble into long fibers under alkaline 

conditions with pH up to 9. The formation of disulfide bond network within the 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C subunits was confirmed by non-reducing SDS-PAGE results (Figure 

S9). These results further confirmed that T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C has dramatically improved 

assembly capability. 
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Figure 4. Characterization of T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C with significantly improved assembly 

efficiency and alkali resistance. (A) Assembly of T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C at pH 7, 8, 9, and 10 

buffers, respectively. (B) Alkaline stability test of T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers at pH 11 (left), 

pH 12 (middle), and pH 13 (right).  

 

  According to our design, ideally, the C50-C74 disulfide bonds will longitudinally chain all of 

the subunits. To characterize the covalent conjugations bridging axial interfaces, we got fiber 

precipitate by centrifugation (20000 g, 30 min) and quickly pipetted it hundred times to cause 

possible physical damage. Interestingly, the ultrafine protein fibers clearly appeared at the broken 

zones, however, maintained the fiber structures (Figure S10). It strongly indicates the covalent 

coupling of inter-subunits in the axis direction. Further, we investigated the stability of 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers against alkali, as shown in Figure 4B. The structures with length 

of a dozen of micrometers even survived under the pH 13 condition (Figure S11). 

  E50Q/D77N mutations have proven to reduce the electrostatic repulsion between TMV 

subunits.21 Thus one may be curious about the similar effect on T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C that 

contributes to its enhanced inter-subunit association. We constructed T103C-TMV-E50Q, 
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T103C-TMV-E50Q-D77N and T103C-TMV-A74C (Figure S12). Unfortunately, we did not 

observe significantly elongated structure for both T103C-TMV-E50Q and 

T103C-TMV-E50Q-D77N compared to T103C-TMV. There were sporadic rods with lengths of 

several hundred nanometers in the T103C-TMV-E50Q-D77N sample, but still a lot of short rods 

and disks existed. In the absence of the C50 for paring C74, T103C-TMV-A74C formed short rods 

and disks. These results reflect the critical roles of Cys at 50th and 74th sites and the resultant 

disulfide bond in assembling T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C long fibers and the stabilizing effect. 

Indeed, the dithiothreitol (DTT) treatment disassemble the fibers by disulfide bond reduction 

(Figure S13). 

  Taking advantage of its high aspect ratio and outstanding stability, we further applied 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fiber as a robust scaffold for the reducer-free synthesis of Pd-Pt 

bimetallic materials, for achieving excellent electrocatalysis in HER under strongly alkaline 

condition. A previous report showed that Pd could be deposited onto wild-type TMV particles with 

a Pd precursor by heating at 50 °C for 30 min.42 We tested the controlled in-situ synthesis of Pd 

and Pt onto T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers by simply heating (Figure S14). The reduction of Pt 

was much more difficult than Pd, which requires longer incubation time; but it is not a problem for 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers that can stand heating at 50°C overnight (Figure S14C). We 

further synthesized cooperative, bimetallic electrocatalysts – Pd-Pt/TMV, with tunable ratios 

(Figure S15 and table S2), to achieve improved HER activity. The HER performance was 

investigated using a traditional three-electrode system in 1 mol/L KOH. The polarization curves in 

Figure S16 illustrate that the Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV has best performance for alkaline hydrogen 

evolution. 

  Figures 5A,B show the morphology of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV. The uniform Pd-Pt coating on 

T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fibers have a mean ~25-nm diameter and lengths of several 

micrometers. Given the 18-nm TMV diameter, the thickness of the Pt-Pd coating is around 3.5 nm. 

The crystalline nature of product was confirmed by high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) (Figure 5C). 

An interplanar spacing of 0.22 nm was observed, corresponding to the (111) plane of 

face-centered cubic Pd and Pt. The spatial distributions of Pd and Pt species were identified by 

HAADF-STEM and corresponding EDS elemental mapping, demonstrating that the Pd and Pt 

elements are homogeneously distributed on T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fiber (Figure 5D). The 
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XRD in Figure 5E exhibits three diffraction peaks at 2θ values of 39.90, 46.39, and 67.62 degrees 

corresponding to the reflections from the (111), (200) and (220) planes. The angle shift of the 

peaks between those for Pd and Pt references indicates the alloy formation between metallic 

phases (Figure S17).55 The ICP-MS measurement confirms the elemental compositions of Pd and 

Pt as 68.2% and 31.8%, respectively, in Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV (Table S2). Figure 5F shows the HER 

electrocatalytic activity of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV in 1 mol/L KOH, and the structural integrity was 

verified under this condition (Figure S18). For comparison, Pd/TMV, Pt/TMV, and commercial 20 

wt.% Pt/C were also investigated using the same deposition amount. Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV exhibits 

much better HER activity than Pd/TMV and Pt/TMV. The prominent performance of 

Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV in alkaline media is likely owing to the synergistic effect between these two 

components. It even reveals higher activity than commercial 20 wt.% Pt/C, showing a significant 

low overpotential of ~218 mV at a current density of 40 mA cm−2, which is lower than that of the 

commercial 20% Pt/C (~309 mV) at the same current density. The mass density illustrates that the 

Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV reaches a high current density of 430 mA mg-1 
Pd-Pt at an overpotential of 100 mV, 

which is 2.2 times that of commercial Pt/C (195 mA mg-1 
Pt ) at the same overpotential (Figure S19).  

 

 

Figure 5. (A, B) TEM images of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV at different magnifications. (C) HRTEM image 

of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV. (D) The HAADF STEM image and corresponding EDS elemental mappings 
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of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV. (E) XRD pattern of Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV in comparison with Pd and Pt reference. 

(F) HER polarization curves of Pd/TMV, Pt/TMV, Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV, and commercial 20% Pt/C. 

 

Conclusion 

  We have demonstrated the rational design of interfacially bridging covalent network to produce 

hyperstable and ultralong TMV VLPs which enable the application in fabricating electrocatalysts 

with exceptional performance for harshly alkaline hydrogen evolution. We conjugated every two 

adjacent T103C subunits into dimer in the lateral direction. Based on T103C-TMV, we engineered 

A74C Cys and investigated the evolution of Cys candidate ranging from E50C to P54C, to build 

disulfide bonds crossing longitudinal interfaces. T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C exhibits dramatically 

enhanced assembly capability and physical stability. Compared to previously reported TMV VLPs 

with a few hundred nanometers length, T103C-TMV-E50C-A74C fiber with lengths up to a dozen 

of micrometers displays remarkable alkali resistance under pH 13 condition. As the most robust 

TMV VLP to date, we applied it to in-situ synthesis of electrocatalyst for alkaline hydrogen 

evolution. The reducing agent-free synthesis of Pd, Pt, and Pd-Pt bimetallic crystals resulted in 

uniform coating layers along the protein fibers. The optimized Pd-Pt(1:3)/TMV showed 

outstanding HER performance in alkaline media. Apparently, more applications can be expected 

by using this developed TMV VLP template with hyperstability and ultralong length. This study 

provides a successful example of how to engineer covalent network within existing bioscaffold for 

achieving unprecedented structural properties and it can be a facile, efficient way to extend its 

functionality. 
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